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Black History Month is the perfect time to take a look around you
and celebrate the diversity surrounding us each and every day.
Our introductory piece on the following page
tells you what you can expect to find in our
Black History edition.
Meanwhile, high school seniors are relieved
that most of the college application process is
over. All that remains is to wait for that allimportant acceptance letter. If the stress of.
waiting for complete strangers to decide your
future sometimes seems unbearable and you
can't believe you have to go through another
Heather MacDonald
semester of high school, remember this: If the
Class of 1996 is to have a profound impact on
those and that which they leave behind, now is the time to take
action.
And now is the time to enjoy the remaining days of high school,
while you still get away with not doing your own laundry.

Heather }VlacDonald, Managing Editor
E-mail address:
NewXpress@ aol.com

Playing catch-up in college
Are minorities behifld before they start?

Teen TV critic
NE scopes the wonderful world of TV teens

Tamia rocks the world
Quincy Jones' protege makes good

Hoops in the Loop
Wildcats trounce St. Louis team

Compiled by Harold Ben, Hydt M
and Marcia Cb~ St. fgJlltios
Chances are you know the stories ofM3ttin Luther
Kmg, Rosa Parks and Malcolm X. While these people are
important figures in black history, Nnv Erprt!Srion
decided to inuoduce more obscure members of the
struggle.

Many mainstream public figures personify the impMaOCC of the
DlOIIIh illldlbeimportance ofrecognizing successful African-Americans.
Role models lie poe1 and author Maya Angelou, athlete and
pbilanthropisl Magic Johnson, and Sen. Carol Moseley-Braun (0-lli.J
havedeftatatsegregat.ion.discriminationandracismandhavepined
Sl3lDS and victory. These people, among many, have eslablished
thermiifW:S ln 1heir respective carem and serve as guides and
~fordie1Jpliftingoflhe African-American community.
In 1bis issue. fltJ~ ~ presents 'Ten African Americans
You ~kt KDow'" and ao interview with A~i nde Jean-Baptiste. a
paiticipaot in the MiJiioo Man March and teen h1 tory makcr. The
indefiNbte beauty of tbe Mrican-Americ:uJ \lo(lman is capwred in
"Aboccouic.Pf:d) Shoot...and .'lbe Eii'Sl Black Models."
This February. cieldnre Black Hisroly Month by attending some
eVGII$ aod exbitiits at me DUSable Mu'iCUlll of AlriQUl-American
Ha1oiy (740 E. 56th Place) or tre Olicago Culrural Center {78 E.
WasbiJI!(onJ. Rrad lxx*s by African-American writers like Jame
~MalaibAdero300Jullin Bond. Support localAfncan-Americanbusinelscs to acknowledge the economic :ilrugglc of Afncan
.Americans. Invest your time and yow~tf in a younger African-Americ-.m
brolbcrcnislerbyrutoring and volunteering at your local communily center
or plpoCWOJ1bip.
Bid Histofy Month Will only continue 1f people of nil
races take lbe time. to explore the gifts and past ot
Afi"Qa All1tliams.

t. Prince HaJI (17~1807)
Prince Hall founded the fir5l Masonic League for
Africans in 1787 in Boston. Born in Basbados, Bntish
W~t Indies. to an English father and free black mother, he
orgamz.ed OlheT Mawn1c ~ in Ptnl.adclphia and
Rhode Island. After his <kath, tile African Grand liXIge
became known as the Prince Hall Mason .
2. £1Jjah MCCoY (1843-19a)
Elijah McCoy was responsible for over 57 paiCfltll that
were mosl.ly awarded for liis variallons on steam cylinder
lubricators. He was born m Canada to escaped slav~. He
mvented 23 dJfferent kinds of lubricators. the ironing
bo.ud, lawn 'prinkler nod ~ dome. His numerous
mvenllonS lead IO the elCp~ion uthe real \1cCoy.''
3. Martin R. Delany (1812·1885)
R. Del an). rom JD We<.t VJigJma. lffi tho! ftm
and only e,p]ordtion party or American-born blaclcs to
Afnca. He rece1ved lll<."<hcal and SClenufic lr.Uniog at
Harvard Umverstt)· ctnd wrote sevaal books on ras:e and
origin. He was abo commiloSioned a 1Tl3jor in the nion
Army during the CJ,tJ War.
~1 arun

4. Ulysess Grant Daley (1885-1961)
Grant D.ile_ "'a.~ born 1n Donakl,..ooville.
Lout<uall<l. and gr:Jduau.."Cl from ~orthwest.ern University
.\lcdJcal S..:hoolm 1906 He was named deroonstratorin
anatomy at orthwe.,tem and later became Chief
Attendmg Surgeon at Pro\ i~nt Ho-;pit:ll. Bc:.i~
trJ\eling the wood a' an (l(l\ iser on ~alth tS-<;UeS. he Wl\5
w x:iate editor of the Joumal ofthr National M~dicai
Uly:.e~

5. William A. Leidesdorff (1810·1848)
Wtlham A Lcid=ivrft was born in St. Croi,, Dutch
VtJ1!.111 \o;IJild.,, 3 ..on of J Dam h plan1er and s\a~e m~.
He wa,. Jreasurer of the ctty 1.-ouncil ot San Fratl\.lSCO.
During the Caltfomta Gold Ru~ he owned 35,000 acres of
land around Sutter'. !\till, ~ C\:otcr of the rush. He
eventuiilly was gron!ro land b) the 1\le:\t.:an government.
6. St. Martin de Porres (dates unknown)
St \l.wn de Pom:s '~as born m Peru and t>ecame 3
Domu\Jcan fnar nt ~4 01.nd bnll..<' the color t>.uner ot the
ordl.'f. Well-l.nown ior hi~ OOsptlahty and humtlit). he
c~tablished ~lters'ior the impll\C:ri Md and nffiktl!'d. He
was canomzed in 196! h) P<lpe John >.)dll
7. Mary Church Terrell (1883-1954)
Mary Chun:h Tem."\1, oom tn \ !.:mph''· TE'i'<. was
app.llntt'd Jo the W.l.~lungton . D ( • 'khool Board She wa~
a charter memh..'T of the 1 AACP and the "'ational

Scenes from the struggle: Dem onstraton fought
nonviolelllly and were often arrested (above) in pursuit of
eqiUll rights and a11 end to lynchings (right), which were
once common in the South. Despite inequality, Af rican
Americans have served with distinctiofl in America 's wall
(below right). Leaders like Malcolm X (below center) and
Marti11 Luther King (top) have inspired ge11erations of
blacks, such as the stude11ts of Studem Non violent
Coordinating Committee (below Left) to conti11ue the
struggle, but there were ma11y others (see sidebar).

A~'IOCiatwn ofColon.xl Women. She also founded Delta
Stgma TI1eta Soronty tn I9 I ~- Aftt'r sening as a U S.
delegate to o;e\eral intemntJon.'l conference!>. l>he helptd
mtegr:ue m titution' m the D.C :tr~.•a.

8. Sadie Massell Alexander (1898-1989)
Sadie MasM:Il Alexander was the fil'$t African-American
wom~m to cant a Ph.D in C\'onomics and entt:r the legal
pr<lfes.-.ton m Penn~ylvania. She and her husrund. Judge
Raymond Ale.>.aJlder. fought ;1g\ltnl't <hscnnunation in
Philu<klphiu hotel~ th<-aters and re.,t,\lU'llOIS.
9. Ethel Hedgeman Lyle (1887•19$0)
Ethel HL'dg,•man Lyle, lx'>m 111 St. Lo01' and dghl of
hl!'r fnl!'nd,, fl) lmd.:J Alphn Kappa \ lpha St)l\'lflt) at
Ho ww\l tlmversuy m I <>00 AK ·\ was the first G reekletter org:uuUition ft\r Blud. women Shl' was th.: lin.t
hlucl.. woman ttl t••uch at a nonMI sclmvl in Oklaht"lnli~ and
to n-ccive an OklnhomJl\•uciJ<:r'-. Life Ceruticate

10. Marlftn AndenJon (1902•)
Mtlfilln Amkn.on. hom in Phtladelphi;~. ~'1.'1.111\C 1
world renown cont ralt<) opent ~ing,•r und the lil'$l AfncanAmcnrnn to smg at th•· 1\lt-tmpoltt;mOrll.'m. She \\ a~
awunl\"d the SPIO!!\'tn Mt'dal in 19.W 1~11' cr\l."-' '"8 the ('{ll\"ir
and gender lines tn opem mu~it'.
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Ayinde Jean-Baptiste

a
By Roman Morrow, Columbia College
Ayinde Jean-Baptiste, a freshman at Whitney
Young, recei1•ed national recognition following
his speech at last October's Million Man
March. In an interview with New
Expression, he shares his thoughts o11the
march and, more importantly, his plans to help
1nake a beuer future for Afncan-Americans.

the meeting of all black people--men
mainly, but there were also black women
there, too. The second thing I felt was hope
for the future because most youth today,
particularly black youth, are facing all these
problems. Some people don't even want to
become adults because they might get
killed before they grow up with gangs, drugs

NE: How did you become a speaker at the
Million Man March?
Jean-Baptiste: From the moment I heard
about it, I was excited and I wished that I
could speak during the program. It was
sort of a fantasy. I was still going to go and
participate in the march itself. That
Saturday night before the march I got
home from the Whitney Young
Homecoming Dance. When I got home, my
father told me I got two minutes (to speak)
about violence in the community. (Editor's
note: Jean-Baptiste's father was part of a
local committee to organize support for the
march. Through his involvement in the
committee, he was able to have his son
scheduled as a speaker at the Million Man
March.) I was really happy! Because of
the shock, I didn't know what I was going
to say at that particular time. I was just
really excited about it, because I wanted
this chance to speak. It was a wish come
true.

NE: When you saw a large group of black
men holding hands standing side by side
and hugging one another to show unity,
what were your thoughts?
Jean-Baptiste: I had two feelings. The first
one was pride, in terms of how many
people showed up and supported the
march. The meaning of the march was
reconciliation and to put aside all
differences and come together no matter
what religion, creed or background. It's just

EFEBRUARY 19_96

hopefully act upon it in a positive way.
NE: You inspired a lot of people at the
march, young and old. Did you think your
speech would have that effect on people?
Jean-Baptiste: I wasn't sure, but I was
hoping that my speech would have that
effect on people. The speech was designed
to make people
realize some of the
things that they must
do in our community
and get them to
actually do the things
that you asked them
to do. I was hoping
that the message
would have a positive
effect on people and
a far-reaching one.
NE: What message
did you get from the
march?

NE: Have you ever thought that one day
you would be on the same stage with
Minister Farrakahn, Jesse Jackson, Maya
Angelou and other black leaders?
Jean-Baptiste: I read Maya Angelou's
work, and I admire her. I never really
thought I'd even be on the same stage with
her in the march. But we work towards the
progression of black people. She gets her
message out with poetry and being active
in the community. I get my message across
by speaking and also being active in my
community. We do different things, but in
the past I have been on stage with Jesse
Jackson and Minister Farrakahn. I did not
think I would be on the same stage with all
of them at the same time. I didn't say that it
was never going to happen because it had
before. I didn't say, 'Well it's not exciting
anymore, well it's not important anymore.'
I've done it in the past, and it's exciting and
important.

of

Ayinde Jean-Baptiste

and guns. I was hopeful because all these
people had shown up. It was a sign that all
of these people were ready to dedicate
themselves to bringing about a better day
for our people in general and our youths in
particular.

Jean-Baptiste: I
don't think that there
can be a question of
whether or not I get
the message,
because I was one of
the messengers. In
terms of bringing the
message, the
message that I got
would probably be
different from most
people. In which I
understood more of
the message that
was being broadcast, therefore I get a fuller
understanding of what's needed to be done
in our community.

Jesse Jackson is. But I don't think I can be
compared to them, because they're on a
different level.

should consider me a role model, because
even though I'm trying to do positive things
I'm still a kid just like them.

NE: You are very active in the black
NE: So a kid can't be a role model?
community, speaking at black history
Jean-Baptiste: I think it is true, that kids
ceremonies, doing the
are other children's role
NAACP Awards dinner and
models, and I guess age
more. Why did you get so
doesn't really matter. Because
involved at such an early age? 1amconce11fted
an old person might be my
about the
role model, but again I might
Jean-Baptiste: My parents
inspire
an older person with
are the main reason. I am
situation i1 the my speech.
I think in some
concerned about the situation
black commllity. instances I could be a role
in the black community. I
knew that it was bad, and
1knew that it was model.
sometimes I don't fully
understand why. But now, as
a freshman in high school, I'm
fully aware of the situation and
condition and what needs to
be done in our community.
That's the main reason I
express this oratory.

bad, and
sometines I don't
Yy llllel•stand

why...

NE: Do you consider yourself a role model?
Jean-Baptiste: I don't think that other kids

NE: What is your normal
routine?
Jean-Baptiste: Go to school,
take care of business and
read.
NE: What do want to be when

you grow up?
Jean-Baptiste: A lawyer just like my dad,
and continue doing for my community.

NE: Have you seen a difference in young
black men since the march?

NE: How does it feel to be a part of history? Jean-Baptiste: Not really. The reason is
that 1am mainly concentrating on school.
Jean-Baptiste: At that particular moment I That's what I do. I see some students acting
wasn't really thinking about making history
and doing what is required from our
or being a part of history for two reasons:
message. But as I said before, in terms of
the first one was that I was in awe when I
myself as in a society to do more for my
looked out and saw thousands and
community, I really don't see many kids
thousands of people. The second reason
acting differently. I see a few. Mostly the
was that I was really nervous. I began
kids who act upon our message treat
public speaking when I was 4 years old.
people with respect and know what the
After the first couple of times, I really wasn't struggle was all about.
nervous anymore. But just because of the
sheer number of people that I was going to NE: People are saying that you're going to
speak in front of, and the importance of the be the next Martin Luther King or the next
event and this day, I was very nervous. But Jesse Jackson. Do you like to be compared
I realized that it wasn't about the number of to them?
people. It was the message that was the
important thing. That gave me strengthconcentrating on the message and doing
the best that I could to deliver that message
in a positive way and no other way. So
when people are returning home, they
would remember my message and

Jean-Baptiste: Not necessarily. Even
though I tried my best to spread the
message, 1don't think I'm on that level. I'm
not there yet. Hopefully one day and time I
might be there in comparison to them in
terms of a more active role and being as
effective as Martin Luther King was and

The Million Man March was attended by anywhere from 450,000 to
one milium men (depending on whose cou11t you choose to belu11e). Many
attendees left hopeful thai its spirit of ato11ement and reconciJMIWn would
create a 11ew se11se of hope in many of tlu naJio11 's mo\t deso/Qie
communities. No matter which numbers you cite, the march was an
ob11ious success in the short term. Its long-term effects, howe11er, remain to
to be seen.

Ufe 111 al*dfll'lll
-rate~e:0 ~~
It's all GREEK In High School
By Victor Johnson, churz
Fraternities-once the rite of passage far college freshmenare now popping up in high schools
Well. sort of
students at Bowen. CVS. Undblom and DuSable have formed
their own fraternities But they don ' t actually share the expenence of living in a fraternity house
Wesley Poph1er is one of the founders of a fraternity at Undblom
c a lled "Tribe • Tribe was founded four years ago at the school
loca ted on Chicago's South Side
·we wanted to have our own little thong ." Poph1er says "To be
a member of Tribe you have to have your head on straight. you
have to (support) what we stand for you have to get along With
the other members and basically JUSt hang w1th us: he says.
Poph1er wouldn t say what h1gh school :reshmen have to do
when they pledge. but he did say 1t's ·a three-week process·
And he says, girls are JUSt as welcome as boys
Poph1er says students jo1n Tnbe for numerous reasons protection. to make fr1ends. to have fun or to ge help w1th he~r
schoolwork
· we try to keep Tnbe on the pos1 rve no
Poph1er says
Students at other schools so1d they operate 1n secre • :or fear
that the adm1n1stra 10n w1ll shut tnem down to prevent haz1ng
wh1ch Is common among college troternl 1es They declined o
be Jnterv,ewed
But Poph er IS hop1ng o spread the popular, 'i o hiS group
·we're plann1ng to expano Tr be •o Cure ana o'her schools
further oown Sau•h n Ch1cago • he sod "Bu s s•· c ·ly or ·he
hig schools •

e:

Mrs. Clinton supports student uniforms
By Heather Mac Dona ld , Kenwood

F1rst Lacy H. -.Jrr C.1ntan SOld dJnng her stop a he Ch1cogo
Theatre tout1ng her new book ·u Tokes A V11Jage and Ot!oer
Lessons Chtldren Teacn us. w that public school S1udents should
be requ,red to wear uniforms tn order to lessen he effects of
consumensm among teens end help teach them the ;alue o
money Th1s echoes a statement that fvlovor R chord M ::>oley
made at a press conference on Jon 11 o• V.enwood Academy

High school students
Uve and study abroad
Amencon Fteld Serv1ce (AFS) 1s no IV offenng scholarshtps to
high school students to live end study obrood 1n one of 46
countnes These scholarshipS ore funded by a grant from th0
DeWitt Wallace-Readers D1gest Foundation and cover up to 80
percent of program costs for econom1colly disadvantaged
students who are commonly underrepresented In h1gh school
exchange programs.
AFS IS worving in partnership w1th several Ch1cogo schools and
community-based youth organizations to identify eligible
program participants These organizations Include Morgan Park,
Fenger. St Francis and Youth Service Project. If your school1s not
listed. you con still apply for the program
Partic1pat1ng students con choose from programs 1nclud1ng a
School Year or Semester Abroad . Summer Serv1ce programs.
Summer Homestay, Summer Language programs, and Summer
Outdoor Adventures
The deadline for scholarship applic ations Is Marc h 1, 1996.
Students. parents and educators lnterP:.tod In finding out
more about the DeWitt Wallace Divmsity lrlltiotive con contact
Moria Baquero at AFS at 800 -876 /.376, ext 3117
The American Field Service. foundod In 19t17, Is tt1e rnost
eyperienced high school exchange program In the world Each
year. nearly 10.000 students toke port In Ars programs In more
than 50 countnes
For additional Information, contact your local AFS office from 9
a .m . to 5 p.m . at 1-800-876-2377.

". .. with a little
imagination, it's
not that Izard to
picture the man
sitting alone in
a shadowy
comer-the one
who 's muttering
to himself-{Js a
murderer. "

~eWe'\ c{Wet't'e~
By Anne \lash. Un1versuy of llhno1s at Ch1cago
My -whole life has been charactenzed by warnings. Living m the c1ty, there is so much
to worry about. rangmg from the absurd (mutant sewer dwellers) to the very real (bemg
hi! by a bu · ). When I fir~t tarted ndmg the trams alone on a regular bas1s.I was about I 2
}ears old My mother, ma fit of maternal concern. warned me," 'evermeetanyone'seyes
on the ~ubway. Try not to nde m empty cars Always wait m a well-Ill area. After all, you
ne,·er kno-w what kind of people ride the trains "I just laughed at her for bcmg so womed .
I knew I'd he fine .
On a purely Intellectual level. she' right. You never can tell .,.,hat kmd of people are
surroundmg you as you~~~ ndmg to school or -work. And It's true. cnmes are commJUed
on the subv.ay. although s1gns po ted on the car.; procla1m that cnme on the Ch1cago
Transit Authonty hasdroppeddramaucally in the pa t fev. years. so \I.e should all feel safe.
But reall} . w1th a lillie imagmauon. 11's not that hard to p1cture the man itting alone m
a 'hadov. y comer-the one who' muttering to h1mself-as a murderer. In fact. e'en the
pcr-,on m the hu\IOC\S suit \HUng a fev; ..eat- a\\.aj reading the ne"" paper 1s n01 abo'e
\U\piCIOn .
De,pllc all th1 . a_-. I Sit on the 'ubwa}. alone v.1th m) thought.'), the rhjthm1c clauer of
the tram lull' me mto a sense of .;ecunt) Lind contentment Some m1ght tell me 11·, a false
feeling. hut I cJn't help thmkmg 11\ real. I am 'urrounded b) peopk who loo bas1call)
hkc me The1r dre ~ range' trum old blue Jean~ to
immaculate \Uits. and their faces from p!Jm to
~Juutul hut thetre\presslonsare '1mdar: plea"illlt
and patcctl~ 'ane. but guarded
I nod anJ J) hello to tho..e '' ho 11 down near me
LlnJ C\en mal.:c the great!) dreaded C)l' onta:=t
omc people Jrc 'urpn..ed. t>ut :llmo,t all return the
!c ture ~one ot them Cl'), "-\h-ha' You ha\e met
m~ e) e • nd no~o~ I mu t til) ou '"or D) other on
of 11il' thmg m) mother m1ght ha1e 1magmed
-\, m) tram pull 10to 'tauon. another ~ar top
lx-sJdc H I too tnto the C) e' of thl' man tn th~ ~ ar
d!rl~tl ne~t to mtn He "mk . and I 'nule He
tla hl'' a v. Jde, happ) nul e. otl\ tou,J~ :.h dl'hghted
'' llh the tncnJI) almo,t-cn.:'Ounter a' I am We
\IJ\e g01.xlh)e tb tlllr tram' pulla'' d). M~ ua) 1'
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Teen takPS student government fu next level
By Ylda M. Kopka, Notre Dame
When it comes to leadership, Alberta Price is no stranger. Active
involvement in her church, Prince of Peace, and her school, Notre
Dame for Girls, has made this 15-year-{)ld a shining example of
what taking charge is all about.
Price spent her elementary school years at St. Paul Lutheran. But
her contributions to the school didn't stopafter graduation. For one
--------------

week during the summer she
teaches at a vacation Bible school
for young children.
"I like working with kids because
I remember how it is to be that
age," Price says. "I try to make
15-year-~ld
religion appeal to them."
Price also teaches junior church
atPrinceofPeace, whereshe spends
time helping other teens inhercommunity to get involved inchurch.
She says that this is important because today's teens need to "put
God back in their lives" and "adult church doesn't reach kids the

'laking charge and working
hard are second nature to
this
junior

Become anNE writer

Quincy Jones poses with New Expression entertainment reporter Billye
Rhodes. Join New Expression. Call (3 12) 641 -6397.
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PAGEANTS
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1-800-378·9770
Ext. 0932.
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way it should."
While helping youth in her church community, Price is reaching
out to her fellow students at Notre Dame, located on the city's
Northwest Side. There she has maintained a Baverage and played
center on her basketball team, the Panthers. The sport wasn't
always easy for Price.
"I went into the game not knowing much at all. I used to sit on the
bench all the time," she says.
.
By the end of the season, however, Price was on the starting
lineup. Her hard work and dedication paid off when her school
named her Most Improved
Player.
This year, Price is president of
her junior class. She decided to
run because she saw a real need
for change at her school.
"A lotofschoolelectionsaren't
much more than a popularity
contest, which is why some
things never change," she says.
"Student government is for the
students. Sometimes the best
ideas are the ones you never
hear."
Price isn't planning to take it
easy now thatshe's been elected.
She would like to implement a
gospel choir, more community
service events such as food and Alberta Price
clothingdrives, a"step team" to
perform at school games, and more ethnic-pride events.
This month, she's helping organize the African-American assembly in honor of Black History Month.
''The student body is very diverse, and people should have a
chance to take pride in their cultural backgrounds," she says.
Price says the most influential people in her life have been her
mother and her Sunday school teachers. From them she has learned
many important lessons that she says have taught her to be a good
person and a good leader.
She also thinks that the media tends to glorify street violence and
demean women. She says societyneeds to re-examine itself and its
attitude toward violence.
"It doesn't bother us anymore," she says. "After so many killings,
you get numb to the violence. That's not acceptable."
Looking ahead, she would like to pursue a career in broadcasting
or law.
Alberta Price feels that she'll be happy no matter what she does,
"as long as it's helping people as much as I can."

Teens cope with
death and dying
By Victor Johnson, Schurz

"I think about dying," says Chauncey
Holman, a 15-year-old sophomore at
Kenwood Academy. "But I shouldn't,
because I'm so young."
Like many teens, Holman also is
bothered when he hears about the
death of another teen.
"I get the feeling of death when I hear
of another person being killed," Holman
says. "lfs a scary feeling to have."
John Beluso, a 16-year-old junior at
Lincoln Park, says, "I don't know how I
feel about dying."
Then he pauses to think.
"The fact of dying bothers me sometimes, but ifs natural. Of course everyone is afraid to die at one time or
another," he says. "Right now, I'm more
concerned about living on with my life,
having fun and getting my education.
Nicole Felton, a 14-year-old student at
Darwin, says, "I don't fear death at all.
I'm more into living life with my family
and friends, going to school and enjoying life."
Holman says, "lfs gotta happen, and
ifs going to happen. We're dying right
now as we speak, and there's nothing
we can do about it but live on with the
life we have."
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~LETTERS~ t/le ~
Send us your comments, complamts and suggestiOns' We'd reall) like to kno~\ what YOU trunk of New Expression. All
letters c;hould mclude your full name, your h1gh school, and a phone number where you can be reached in the event
we need to ask for additiOnal mformat1on (or we can't understand your hand\\-Titmg1) Send your letters to: Letters to
the Editor, New Expression, 70 E. Lake St., Su1te 815, Clucago, IL. 60601- OR- E-mail your comments to:
e\\ Xpress aaol.com (SorT), unsolicited manuscnpts cannot be returned to save on postage.)

Don 't Talk About Adina
Dear Editor:

record shop to find her
album , "Do You Want to
Ride?" I did find it, and I can't
get enough of it. That's the
girl.
About that little comment
tha t Monica Pegues has
said , she could just save all
the bad things she said about
her. That's Adina's BUTT,
and she could put it in the air
1f she wants. Monica cannot
control that. She's just mad
because Adma's got money
and she don't.
I don't mean to be bold, but
1f you talk about Adina you're
talkmg about me. I wish I
could meet her 1n person .
What about Patra, with all
her nasty videos? She is the
one.

I was reading what Monica
Pegues stated about my girl
Adina H oward ( "A dina
Howard may th1n k she has
talent, BUTT she doesn't!"
January New Expression).
I really didn't like that. Monica
could have kept all that to
herself.
Adma Howard is one of my
favonte singers I love every
song she put out I really love
"Up and Down " I play it every
n1ght before I got to bed. I
wake up with her songs.
''Freak Ltke Me" IS another
one of my htts. I love it. I wish
some way I could talk to
Adina Howard and tell her
how much I love her mus1c. I
want to tell her I went to every Ro\emarie & Kri han ifl

Selling sex, not talent
Adina Howard is not giving
a good name to women in
the music world . Howard is
us1ng her body to sell her
music instead of using her
talent to sell her music. I
agree with Monica , I
personally believe that to sell
your music your body doesn't
have to be exposed to the
whole public. In my personal
opinion , 1f you have talent
you can sell your music no
matter how ugly you are or
how pretty you are.
Kelly Horales, Clem ente
note: He agree. Just
look at James Br01m . He may
be u~ly. but he can sin g.
Editor '~·

WIN $25, $50 or $75 in
New ExpPession's February Essay Writing Contest
(teachers of w inners also get $25)
This month's question:

"Do you think your high school newspaper is an adequate representation of you,
your school or your friends? What would you do to change it?
We'll print the best THREE responses in an upcoming edition of New Expression.
Rules: Must be under 19 to win. Send type or neatly printed entries with:

. . .will be mentioned in next month's
edition of New Expression.
If you're one of the students that responded to our question,
"Should condoms be distributed in the public schools?" watch for
the winning results in the March issue. We couldn't complete the
judging by press time, so be patient! In the meantime. .. take a
look at our next contest. . .and good luck!

SEND US YOUR ESSAY VIA E-MAIL!

Your name
Your home address
Phone number
Age
School
DEADLINE:

Friday, February 23, 1996

Teens involved with
Youth
Communication
cannot enter this
contest.

(no extensions!)
Contest funding Is provided through a grant from the Polk Bros. Foundation - A Chicago Concern

NewXpress@aol.com
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Matters of degrees
collegiate inl"o and insight

From academics to
the social scene,
some college
minorities must
play 'catch-up'

Will you be prepared~
By Lilian Jimenez, Bowen

When Mirelsie Velasquez graduated from Kelvyn Park
with a 3.5 grade point average, she felt confident she
would succeed academically and socially in college.
But when she entered the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, she discovered she was inadequately prepared for both.
"I was overwhelmed," she says.
The shock Velasquez experienced is not
uncommon for students, particularly minorities, according to Reginald Wilson, senior
scholar of the American Council of Education.
"Minorities do have a harder time adjusting
(than nonminorities)," Wilson says. "Minorities have inferior schooling, so naturally when
they go to college they're going to have a
much more difficult time keeping up with the
students who have come from a more prestigious environment."
Alonso Balderas, a junior at Eastern Illinois
University, says some minority students have
"poor study habits" in college because they
were ill-prepared by their schools. "High
schools don't teach us enough about time management," he says. "So students end up not knowing when
to study or how much."
A minority high school student can be given a 4.0 GPA
and labeled "valedictorian," while at college this same
student would be considered average or below, according to Kathleen Collins of the African-American
Academic Network at the University of Illinois at Chi-

cago (UIC).
When Velasquez realized the problem, she quickly
"changed everything" about the way she studied,
learned and lived. Her advice to students entering
college is to research your school of choice and its
curriculum. This way, you have some idea
of what will be required of you . Also, be
prepared to work twice as hard as you did in
high school, she says.
"Discipline is essential when you are in
charge of your life," Velasquez says.

"It's very hard
to go into a
biofogy cia&~
and realize
that no one
wauL~ to be
your lab
partner"

Social scene

There are also social problems attached
to the college experience. Many students
from the inner city experience what is known
as culture shock, according to Leonard
Ramirez, director of Latin American recruitment and education services at UIC.
"They aren't taught coping skills," Ramirez
says. "It's very hard to go into a biology
class and realize that no one wants to be
your lab partner. They see themselves as
an oddball," he says.
Ramirez says that "students need to utilize their
resources" through organizations like his that exist to
foster students' social and academic development.
"If the student gathers up the courage to ask organizations as well as other students for help, then they can
not only survive the college experience but also enjoy
it," Ramirez says.

& Kente JohrLWn, The Chicago Academy for the Arts
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Eriough mouthing on

Let's DO something about teen smoking
By Ylda Kopka, Notre Dame
The majority of adult smokers
picked up the habit somewhere in
their teens. And every day, more
and more teens try it.
Some blame peer pressure. Others
blame deceptive advertising, which
lures young people into thinking
that cigarette smoking is cool. Still
others say that a lot cf teens try it
out of sheer curiosity.

But I say that we should stop
mouthing off and actually do
something to try to discourage teens
from continuing to smoke, rather than
waste time and money arguing over
who's really responsible.
So what are we doing wrong?
If peer pressure is a significant cause
of teenage smoking, then perhaps
preventive education needs to be
improved. While lots of teens will cite
emphysema and lung caneer as longterm consequences of smoking, few

can actually
picture themselves
in their 40s and
50s, so these kinds
of messages don't
get through to
teens the way most parents and teachers
like to think they do.
Does advertising affect whether or not
a young person will smoke? Some
adults think so. And whether they admit
it or not, the cigarette companies
certainly hope so.

Snap! Crackle! Pop!
Knuckle popping can be all its cracked up to be
By Leslie Matthews, Whitney Young
Have you ever wondered what actually takes place when
you crack your knuckles?
You've probably heard someone say that cracking your
knuckles will cause swelling and lead to arthritis later in l~e.
The truth is, cracking your knuckles and Joints is actually
good for you.
When you crack your knuckles, rt makes a
quick popping sound. This is the release of
gas and pressure between the joints. "Proper
manipulation of the joints allows blood,
vitamins and hormones to flow properly into
the spine," says Dr. Elizabeth Davis of
Hostilic Practice, located in downtown.
Dr. Kerth Poletti, of Family Chiropractic
Care, says, "Proper manipulation also makes

8
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the joints movable and helps get them moving again." This
is important because it gives calcium which aids in
preventing arthritis.
Dr. Keith Poletti says, "If it feels good, do it."
He also says that the only way it would cause arthritis is if
you crack your knuckles and joints in such a way that you
are hurting yourself. This causes
microtrauma to your tissues.
Some chiropractors recommend
stretching and doing yoga along with
proper manipulation if professional
help is not available.
Cracking your knuckles and joints is
good for you and can't cause any
damage unless you overdo it.

But I seriously doubt if
Joe Camel has all that
much influence on your
average teenager.
And if such advertising
did encourage teens to
collect the miles and sport
the merchandise of their
favorite brand, then the cigarette
companies have succeeded in what they
set out to do. That is, to
make money. And I don't
think you can blame them
for that.
As for the curiosity factor,
the teenage years are a time
for experimentation and
discovery. I'm sure every
teen can think of an
instance when they were
faced with a choice
between right and wrong.
Whether that choice was to
smoke a cigarette, cheat on
a test or cut class, everyone
thinks about giving in to whatever their
temptation rnny be, oftentimes only to
learn from their mistakes. The point is

that teens are apt to try it.
We are always quick to deal out
numbers, studies and findings when
arguing over who or
what should take the
blame. But we are
wasting time
pointing fingers
when we should be
trying to discourage
teens from smoking.
Increasing cigarette
taxes, modifying
advertising and
restructuring drug
education to reach
young people on a
level that they can
relate to are all ways to discourage
teens from continuing to ·mokt!.

Ill .....
aflect whe1IB'
or not aY011111
per•wl

smoke?

...The . .ette
companies
certainly

hope so.
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1996
I ED N S
HIGH SCHOOL ART COMPETITION
VIDEO GUIDELI ES-GE ERAL CATEGORY

ligible entrants include teens ~ho can pro1e Chica~o
residenq and ~ ho art pursuing a high school diploma or
its equhalenq. tudents ma) submit onl) one entr) per
categor) . Please do not ubmit an} ~or~ copied from
published photographs, illustrations and other art~ork. Teacher<;
are discouraged from ubmitting multiple entries that represent the
same class assignment. if there is an} doubt as to the original it) of
the artwork, the teacher should not ubmit it. Entries ~ill be judged
on originality, creatil it) and ho~ ~ell the} represent the dhersit) of
Chicago's teen commuoit). Eotr} forms must accompan) all
submissions and Mt.: T be filled out COMPLETEL\ and
CLEARLY -either printed or t)'ped. (fiU ou t the entr) form on this
page). Teens and the immediate fa mil) of teens imohed ~ ith Youth
Communication are not qualified to enter this contest.

E

DRAWING & PAINTING
lnk penCil (colored or graphtte), pastel (chalk or otl), crayon, acrylic. otl
or watercolor, 8" x 10" rrummum, 24" x 30" ma.1omum

I AII the '1deotarc' mu\t be the wor~ of students
enrolled 1n a Ch1cago htgh \chool at the umc the
producuon wa' completed. Up to four students may be
crcdned for a 'mglc producuon. but all the\\ ork from
conceptualitauon to tcchmcal producauon mu'l he
the effort' ol the team. li~tcd on the entr: torm.
The team ma} mlcudc:d the producer. the camera
pcr>on. the ednor. and one other parttctpant
Bccau<.e '1deo '' the liD I} catcgor) 10 \\ h1ch
team, of 'tudcnh mJ) ubm11 cntne,, pnzc monc)
\lotlll>c dtltdt:d to ~:qual the amount clo\Cstto the
tot,tl pn 1c a1at,ahle m the catcgor} based on
denommaunn' ol L S Sa1 mg' Bond\, the smallc t of
\lohiCh IS 50
~.All cnlnc' mu't ha1c hcc:n produced dunng the 199" -1996
..chool )Car
3. All cmne' mu't ha1c lx'\."11 ong1nall) produced on 1tdeoopc hlm.
\lidc, and/or \UII photograph' ma) be mcorporJtcd on a limned bao"
J\ part ol the' tdc:o pruduc!lun.
4 The lom1at lor all cntnc' '' I r.. \ H . 2-tour -P 'fll'l:d on I~ .
5 The format lor' 1dco cntne-" not limned to an) pJrticular \UbJl'l:t
or approa.:h. Sarratl\c, '>tnr] t~llmg. dn, umcntJr), pcrlonmncc an.
mU\IC 11dco. public '\Cf\ tee announ..:emcnt and other \t) le are all
welcome. The length ol \Ideo' '>hould be no longer than threc-mmute~.
Inc~ of a longer' tdeo, 'ubml! a thr~ mmutc e~ccrpt a:. \\ell a' the

Em.ne~ 10 the vtdcocont~t 5hould conlorm to FCC regulatJons regardmg
content. All cntnc' should be co~tdered sutwble lor v1ewmg by all age
group<> Language or sl!uauons 10appropnate for general '1ewu:;
aud1ence' \\Ill not be con,tdered \\'hatthl\ mean' 1s: no nudtt). no
ub,cene language. and no e~CC"~I'c 'tolcnce

Send entne.' b) fncght '\Cf\ICC PREPAID or PARCEL POST 1f sn and
1\lght pcrmtt), 1i unable to del ncr m pe~><m We \\ttl not accept
COD'' If you \loould hkc to kno\lo tf \\C: rccened )Our ent~. please
encl())e a \tamped, ..ell-addressed po-.tclrd. Youth Commumcauon·
a u!Tll.~ no rc,pon,lbtltt) for Jo, ur damage. We resene the nghtto
reprint ~leered enlnc' Entne-. \\ htch are nO! ~lected may be p1c ed up
at our oflicc alter ~Ia) I 5. 1996 ·hoots \lo&th 10 or more entnes rna~
arrange to ha\ Cthem deli\ercd to the h1gh '\Chool \\ llh September 1996
1ssue of .Vtw E..rpmsion Entnes not ptcked up by October 11. 1996
become the properl) of Youth Commumcation.

Great prizes in five categories
JNCLUDI~G DRAWI~G PU~TI~G, PHliTOGR1PHY,PORrRl A~D \lDEO!
Srnd or brin" rntirrs to:
Youth ('ommunimlion • 70 E. Lake Strrrt • Suite 815
('hirafJO. IL • 60601

I. Length or wtdth of an work cannot be less than 8" or exceed 30".

2. Entry forms must be securely auached on the bac~ of each entry,
centered. Stretched canvases may be submitted, although they arc
discouraged. Canvas board, and canv~ removed from frames and
stretched around boards arc preferred
3. Entnes may be covered wtth acetate or cellophane to help mmtmt7..c
the damage from multiple handling.
4. Entnes of pencil, pastel, or crayon should be spray-fixed to avotd
smudging and fadmg. To avotd damage or loss of auached entry form,
we recommend sealing wtth tape, acetate or cellophane.

whole v1deo. Vtdcos wtll be judged according to the originality of
concept and techmcal ment.
6. Each producuon must be 1denufied wtth a utle and with end cred1ts
mdtcaung htgh school and producuon team.
7 Se1cral cntnc' 10 the same categor) may be entered on the sa!TV!
\tdeotapc. These may be entered b~ the same producuon team or from
the ~arne h1 gh schooL The producuon should be separated wtth 20
<.econds of color bar~.

r---------------------------------,
ame
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llomt Addrt"os

PHOTOGRAPHY

llomt Phone

Black and wlute or color 8" x I0" or II " x 17"
(NOTE: Measurements do nottncludc mat).

lliJ:h School
Grade_

POETRY
150-word maximum
I . Must be typed, double-spaced, on one stdc of 8 112 x II sheets of
paper.
2. Margins should be l"lcft and nght, 2" at top of first page, followmg
pages I" at top, 2" at bottom of each page.
3. All pages must be numbered at bouom center
4. Cover sheets should contatn tllle of work ONLY.
5. Entrie.~ must be presented ma red folder
(any shade of red).
6. Entry forms must be securely attached on the hack of the folder, upper
left-hand comer.

(n,tructor
f'rincit>nl
Cttlcgory (check one):

Ora wi n~

Painting

Photo

Vidt"O

Title or Ol"ocription
Student \ Signature_
ln\truc!or\ Signature

Date________
llntr

L---------------------------------~

Ueadline for entries is March 15, 1996
--~~~~~~~-~--~~ FEBRUARY
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PSE
You say that there is a man in the moon ,
And that he flirts with the sun.
You said the game they played is called love,
And that one day they will be together.
You told me that the
waves don't crash ,
They dance,
In motions of friendliness
to the earth,
JU~ratioo

by Charles r ranklin

And that on the eve of the
skies coalescence,
The waves will shake the
hand of Mother Nature,
And they will finally meet.
Where shall I be? I ask,
On this dawn of discovery?
You say that as the planets collide,
And the world coexists in a mixture of divine light,
I won't be along,
For the gods will have taken me.
And where shall you be? I ask,
When the spectral haze of inception,
Pulsates with new awareness?
You say that as the line of life and death,
Wavers in the palm of truth,
You will be alone,
For the only man who will fight with the universe,

Silent Song
You sit and you listen.
You hear nothing,
Not a word, not a whisper.
You try to imagine that mesmerizing beatThe thump of the drums,
The clanging of the cymbals.
You listen to hear the voice
Of the greatest blues singer.
You hear nothing,
Not a tone, not a taunt.

As you linger in that valley of vagueness,
What is that you see up ahead on the stage?
Why, it's a band!
It makes the movement of playing,
Yet, to your surprise, you hear no sound,
No music, no rhythm.
You ask, ''What is this? What's going on?"
Your subconscious replies, "Why, it's your silent song."
Realizing the beat is yoursAnd yours alongYou arise to your silent song.

Is not welcomed by the gods.

£a-'leesha }Vlitchell

<Jessica }Uelson
FEBRUARY 1996
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nquestionable Suicide
Growing up in a world
Where there was little love
I ran away
And slipped into cracks of the unknown
There I found beauty
The grass was greener
The snow was whiter
The sun shone brighter than ever
Following my intuitions
I roamed around this remarkable place
My inquisitive mind took over all of me
I decided to conquer my most intimate dream
Cast shadow upon
The significant decorative deep pit of secrets
That has ever been explored
While fear and confusion arose on the surface of my
Inner self
I refused to take full responsibility
For the undiscovered pain within my heart
Which has fluttered with great forces
As unspeakable words became vaguely written
On my floating body, morbid soul, and haunted spirit
Courtney Hanson
10
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b)' Charles Franklin

My Palace
The cold sand tells me it will soon be
night.
This place I call my palace will soon come
alive.
In the arms of an angel is where I lie
looking up.
The stars cover the sky like the dots on a
TV screen;
I see the trails of the stars that are slipping
off the horizon.
Chills run across my body as the trees sing
their song of welcome.
The swishing sound of the current in the
water
soothes my mind.
The texture of the sand
like soft bristles on a brush
massages my body.
I am mesmerized.

Cisa }Vlant:he

Mocareslor
'gutter punks' and
abused teens?

adolescent girls, says six organitations are set up specifically for
homeless youth.
That helps, Heind says, because
there are " a lot of things" that Teen
Li ving Programs isn't able to
provide for its teens.
"I really want the program to
expand. For instance, I'd like to see
a program for homeless young
women who are pregnant," Heind
says. "We also need to provide for
the needs of those with HIV/AIDS,
such as getting them their own
By Ylda Kopka, Notre Dame
the police or a school counselor. The Teen Living
apartments. We can' t do this now
Programs,
organization has a team of outreach
because it's really difficul t to start
says, "We get
workers who target such teen
Dressed in a faded blue flannel
anything new when we can ' t be sure
kids in all
shirt and baggy black jeans, Quinn
hangouts as beaches, parks, video
that we will always have the money
kinds of
looks like your average teen. He
arcades and malls. They often
to keep things running."
situations.
complains that he doesn' t have
simpl y walk up to a group of teens
Bill helps with housework at Teen Living Program's independent
Cotten agrees. "It is becoming
enough freedom to do the things
on the street and try to get a conver- We've had
living program, Project Opportunity.
increasingly difficult here. These
kids from
he' d like. Like any other 17-yearsation started, according to
cutbacks are going to affect so many
other
old, he wants to go out and have fun . Stephanie Devoe, director of the
people in so many ways," he says.
home and is now under the care of
countries who can barely speak
However, Quinn isn' t your
outreach services.
"Financial difficulties are going to
the state government. Thro ugh
Engli sh. Some come from out of
''The conversation can last
average teenager who goes to
force a lot of kids onto the streets.
community foster care and group
state, as far as California or New
school, talks on the phone for hours
anywhere from I 0 seconds to a half
The number of teens in need of help
homes, adolescent wards of the state
and hangs out at the mall. Quinn is
Mexico, but mainly the Midwest. "
hour," Devoe says. "If the kids we
is going to go up dramatically if
learn basic li ving skills and go to
He explains how teens from the
one of an estimated 1.3 million teens talk to don' t need help themselves,
people don' t do something."
school whi le living in a very
who run away from home each year. they usually know someone who
audi homes come to the shelter.
Heind says that communities can
"Sometimes their parents don' t pick structured and professional environdoes."
An ex-gang member, Quinn ran
make a difference. She says that 30
away because he wanted to leave the
them up when they are released fro m ment. These programs are run via
percent of the program's funding
state funds.
the
audi home. Either they have a
gang.
The outreach team works three
comes from private sources.
Supervised inde pendent living, or
good reason, like they weren' t
"I was one of the leaders, and they main areas in the city: Lakeview,
Volunteers are greatly needed, and
notified, or they just don' t want their SOLO, is the second phase of
wanted me to kill some of our own
Uptown and Howard street. Each
clothing and food drives are always
independent living for wards. Youth
kids anymore. That will happen a
members," Quinn says. " I didn' t
area has its own type of runaway.
a big help.
lot." When this occurs, rent their own apartments and are
want to do that."
Nestled between a diner and a
employed . They receive ongoing
teens are sent to the
Many teens would
low-price movie theater, and amidst
casework and counseling services.
shelter while a case
rather risk the world
the buzz of the highly eclectic
"Once someone reaches their 2 1st
worker tries to reunite
outside than go on
Wrigleyvi lle area, Teen Living
birthday, they are on their own. We
the fa mily. If that
living in homes that are
Programs is a place working to build
try to keep in touch, and we continue
doesn' t happen, the
filled with dangers of
teens' self-confidence in their own
teens usually end up in to offer counseling if someone needs
their own: family
potential and honing their skills to
it," Heind says.
abuse, gang violence,
foster homes.
reach that potential.
After spending lime
parental drug and
Teens interested in volunteering
at the shelter and going How it began
alcohol abuse, incest,
or in more information on how to
through counseling,
and financial problems.
help a troubled teen can contact
homeless youth can
Most runaways don' t
The idea behind Teen Living
Teen Living Programs at (3 12) 883decide what their next
get very far. The
Programs, which started in 1975, is
0025.
ste p will be. If they
majority only travel
that teens in trouble need a chance to
don' t want to return to
about five miles from
get control of their lives. Teens have
the streets, they can
home. They often stay
ach year more than
the right to make their own decisions
enter one of the shelter's transitional
at friends ' houses at first, but they
"When we go to Uptown and
1 million teens run
but often lack the skills to make the
usually end up on the streets. Of
Howard street, we mostly encounter living programs. This part of the
right choices. Teen Living offers a
away from home.
teens who are involved with gangs," program helps 17- to 2 1-year-old
those youth who are on the streets
place where teens can learn the skills
They
run from abuse,
youth learn basic li ving skills.
Devoe says. "Usually what they
for more than three weeks, 75
they need : decision making, problem
gang violence and
But it isn' t easy.
percent become involved in prostitu- need is information about safe sex.
solving and good communication. A
We pass out condoms to all the teens
tion or drug dealing just to survive.
financial
problems.
full range of educational services,
"Not everybody can do it," says
we meet.
There aren' t many choices for
Others
are
forced onto
including assessment and vocational
"Around Lakeview are what we
Heind. "Some people will give up
troubled teens.
training, is offered. Services are also
the streets by similar
call 'gutter punks,"' Devoe says.
and go back to the streets or to an
But in one North Side neighboravailable to help them deal with
situations. If you or
adult shelter."
hood, a program is offering runaway ''They' re rebels in a sense because
substance abuse.
someone you know is in
Heind also says that younger teens
they are trying to make a statement
teens like Quinn a chance to get
"Probably the biggest problem
have the hardest time. "Independent
with their clothes, their dyed hair
themselves back on track.
need of help, here are a
with the kids who come here is
living is almost impossible if you' re
Teen Living Programs, at 3 179 N. and their pierced faces. Some of
few
numbers to call.
drugs," says Heind. "We have to
young," he says.
them run away even if they have
Broadway in Lakeview, offers a
work with other agencies to get help
To help make things less difficult
loving, supportive parents. But a lot
series of steps that runaway,
for those teens who arc hooked."
The National Runaway
for younger participants in the
homeless or abused teens can use to of them have been abused.
Another problem that Heind sees
Switchboard
transitional Jiving stage, youth share
''They will come to the shelter
go "from the street scene to the
in the future is funding. The shelter
when
they
want
to
get a meal, take a apartments in a building owned by
mainstream."
1·800·621·4000
receives money from the governTeen Living. Supervised by licensed
" Usually the kids who come to us shower or get bus tokens."
ment at federal, state and city levels.
foster parents, young people learn to
The emergency shelter is a place
have already been on the street for
The Runaway Hotline
Commissioner Dan Alvarez of the
where young people can come in off take care of themselves and deal
awhile," explains Debbie Heind,
Department of Human Services,
1·800·231-6946
with others. They are all responsible
the street and take care of their
executive director at Teen Living
says the city " is doi ng all it can" to
for the apartment, hold full-time jobs
immediate needs. There are live
Programs. ''The teens here have run
see that homeless teens are taken
and save 80 percent of their income.
shelters throughout the city with 12
The Chicago Shelter
away from very serious problems,
care of.
The same set-up exists for those
beds for male and female youth ages
usually some kind of abuse at
Hotline
''The city is very concerned"
who are wards of the state. A ward
12 to 18. Most teens stay for about
home."
1·800·654·8595
about teen homelessness, Alvarez
of the state is someone who has been
two weeks at a time.
Youth who come to the agency
says. The commissioner, who once
taken from an abusive or neglectful
Chris Cotten, a case worker at
often get in touch through a friend,
helped organi ze a group home for

"Gntmr pnnks'...they're rebels in asense
because they are tr~ng to make astatement
with their cloth~~' their dyed hair and their
pierced laces. Some of them ron away even if
they have loving, supportive parents.
But alot of them have been abused."
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to choose JUSt one, but we smgled out our top p1cks
1) NBA Live '96 (EA Sports) Though 1t has Its faults, L1ve does have
1ts own hype w1th better player movement and overall graphics than 1ts
predecessor and IS a great game, almost worth every penny.

''Best sports games of ~ 995"

2) Coach K NCAA Basketball (EA Sports)- A lot of people wouldn't
expect Coach K to be on the list, calling 1t a mere NBA Live clone, but
Coach K offers the best features of any NCAA basketball, such as
supenor color, better off1c1at1ng and great teams of the past.
3) NBA Jam TE (Accla1m)- Though 1t 1sn't exactly like an NBA game, 1t
still offers the most nm-rockmg act1on of any game out there

R) \\111iam I t't', Harold \\ a'hini,>IOn

The year 1995 brought a host of sports games 1n any sport, from baseball
to rugby. Here. we ve summed up the best hardwood and p1gsk1n games
of the year If you don t see the game on the list, you can pretty much rest
assured. rt's not the best.
Basketball: W1th the relative flurry of hoops games last year 1t was hard

_,

Football: Football1n 1995 saw some maJOr developments: The new
expans1on Carolina Panthers and Jacksonville Jaguars, the Cowboys
s1gn1ng De1on Sanders, and the Cleveland Browns planned move to
Baltimore Needless to say
football has been an eagerly
awa1ted attract1on

.\'BA U1·e '96

fla~ketha /1

Sure CF '96 includes all 108 college football teams and has great
graphics. Too bad those great charactenstlcs can't carry this slow-paced,
hard-to-control game all100 yards.
Hockey: It doesn't even seem fa1r to even make a separate sect1on for
hockey because only one game came close to bemg called the game of
the year

1) John Madden Football
'96' (Sega of Amenca)Madden '96 stole the show
w1th superb gameplay and
m1nd-boggilnggraphtcs The
best th1ng about thts game
1s playmg on a Bears team
w1th star rook1e Rashaan
Salaam at the helm.Madden
'96 is a game to see.
2) CollegeFootball'96(EA
Sports}- Whoeversa~dthat
EA Sports could do no
wrong?

Coach K NCAA

NHL '96 (EA Sports}- Ah, a refreshing change 1n sports games. Agame
that anyone. whether a hockey fan or not, can enJoy. Yes boys and gu1s,
NHL '96 has so much to offer, wrth 1ts great graphics, authentiC gameplay
and overall control, that rt even makes the gamer more Interested 1n
hockey itself.
Send your game tips to:
\ irtual Real it}. \\ ill Lee d(l New Expression, 70 E. Lake L, Suite 815
Chicago, IL 60601. or e-mail it to NewXpress@aol.com
Your code or trick might win )OU a free game (our choice)!

NJ/1. '96

Want The Best Job In America?
• Great Salary

• Good Work Environment With Room For Advancement

• No Stress

If You Said Yes, Then You Want To Be An

ACTUARY!
Question:

Answer:

What Is An Actuary?

Actuaries put a price tag on future risks. Their unique combination of analytical
and business skills help solve a growing variety of finan cial and social problems.

Employment Opportunities include Insurance Industry, Employee Benefits , Government Banking
or Investment Firms.

For More Information about the Actuary Science Program contact:

Harold Washington College
3 0 East Lake Street
Chicago, Illinois 60601

(312) 553-5897
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Tribute to the
first black models
By Shena Ponder, Whitney Young

~rom

skin care to luscious lips

By Chemica Brown, Whitney Young
Landis Johnson, of Chicago, developed his own line of make up specifically for
African Americans. In a New &prtssWn interview, Johson offers these make
up tips.

Skin
One of the major mistakes today's female makes is buying the wrong color
foundation and blush. In order to test the color against your skin, try foundation
on the neck and blush on the jawline. When applying foundation, do not put it on
your entire face. Instead, place a dot on your forehead, chin and both cheeks. Use
a sponge to massage the foundation smoothly into the
skin by using quick down and outward strokes.
Asponge is not necessary, though. Some choose to
apply it with their fingers. In that case, place some
foundation in the palm of your hand, rub your hands
together, and apply it as if it were lotion in order to
achieve a nice, even tone.
Everyone has adifferent type of skin. Therefore, not
every JXO<luct is right for just any particular person.
For those who have sensitive skin, a hypo-allergenic
foundation and blush should be used.
Some people have dry skin due to changes in the climate. Taking a bath may
strip the skin of moisture in winter. You should use moisturizers and other
products containing Vitamin E. More specifically, the foundation you use should
be one of moisture retention in order to give a soft, natural appearnnce.
Then, there are those who, no matter what they do, just cannot seem to control
their oily skin.
"Oil has to be under control because it attracts dirt and pollution from the
atmosphere onto the face," says Lyn Cox, who works at the salon. Although
magazines often tell readers the foods you eat will nor affect your skin, Cox says
this isn't true. For instance, eating large announts of cheese, chocolates and fried
foods is not good for the skin. Make sure, instead, that plenty of water and
vegetables are part of your diet.
As far as makeup is concerned, a person with oily skin should avoid using
moisturizers. ProduciS that are oil-free come in handy.

Eyes
Not everyone is born with captivating, dark eyes. To obtain this look apply
eyeliner directly above the top lash as well as underneath iL Draw a line an inch

above your eyelid witlta powder that's a shade or two deeper than your skin
tone. To blend, put on some neutral-colored powder, and stunningly gorgeous
eyes are yours in a matter of minutes. A nicer, more natural look can be
obtained by dabbing the lids with foundation two shades darker than the
normal skin tone. For those who often have unwanted sleepy eyes, an eyeliner
a shade lighter than the complexion will literally add a twinkle to your eyes.

Cuscious Cips
We simply cannot forget the most attractive part of the face---Ule lips. Use
a moisturizer or lip balm on the lips to prevent
them from chapping. Rust, berries and other
shades of brown seem to be popular for the fall
and winter seasons.
Colors that make a person feel good about
themselves, or that enhance what they are
wearing are definite winners and should be
worn at any time of the year despite the predictions made by various magazines.
Some people complain about how dark their
lips are. There is a trick. Let'ssay a person with
dark lips would like to wear a nice red color.
Well, buyingabrightred is a no, no. Anice red
lipstick with an orange tint is better. The orange in the lipstick will offset the
darkness of the lips so that the red shines through radiantly.
For sex appeal, outline the lips with a smooth, dark color. Then, highlight
the inner part of the lips with a natural color or with one that is a noticeably
lighter shade than the darker color. This adds glannour and fmesse to the face.
Johnson says he fmnly believes you get what you pay for and that lipsticks
priced at SI usually are no good, since they need to be applied continuously
throughout the day. He says makeup does not make a person look older. It
serves as a protective covering for the skin. Thus, it should always be removed
before going to bed because dirt from the atmosphere colleciS on top of the
face. Cox says this is the reason skin care is absolutely necessary.
Besides having a proper diet, you need to stay away from cleansing your face
with soap. In addition, over-the-counter produciS are often advertised for
white skin and may not be good prodUCIS for people of color, Cox says.
"Girls think they can cover up their problems with makeup," Cox says. Bu~
as Johnson says, it's only a protective covering which can also be used to
enhance one's natural beauty.

Hey, that phat oullit·s from the 1920s!
By Sarai Mackey, Maria
Think back to the last party you attended.
Now think about what you wore to that party and the
music that was played. Did you ever wonder where these
styles come from? Probably not.
Many people are wearing clothes and listening to their
favorite music wiQ!out giving much thought to their origins. Not much credit is given to the old schoolers who
invented the styles that we are so attached to now. We
don't think to investigate where our music was derived
from and where our dances originated. Most people don't
realize that the designer labels that we wear today have
been around since our parents and maybe even our grandparents were young.
Fashion was said to have started in Europe and was
spread to other countries by travelers and by letters describing the latest styles. Fashion is defined by Webster's
New World Dictionary as the current style or mode of
dress. speech, conduct, etc. But many of lhe outfits that
we Jove best were popular before our parents were even
lhought about. Take the ever-popular Polo shirts for instance. Polo by Ralph Lauren came out in 1939, which
was way back in the day. Now let's think about lhe new
patent leather Jordan's that many people are running to
buy. Patent leather shoes and patent leather on shoes was

popular in 1934, as were short "mini" skirts and "bootie
shorts." Most people associate these styles mentioned so
far with the '60s and '70s, but we see that they came out
way before even then. Do you have a pullover jacket? If
so, your jacket was popular in 1922.
Jewelry has also always been an ever popular item
through the ages. Jewelry was initially worn to show your
rank or wealth. Jewelry was invented even before clothes
were thought of. The jewelry of yesterday was much more
elaborate than the jewelry of today, but it still remains.
Do you have a gold chain, bone, link, etc.? If so, did you
know that your item was popular during lhe Renaissance
(1300s-1500s)?
Now, concentrate on your favorite music, whether it
be R&B, rap, alternative, or country. They all have one
lhing in common: They all started way back in lhe day.
Some of these styles of music were derived from jazz,
which began in the South. Many of these styles were
also derived from gospel music, which started in the
churches of lhe South. Gospel music influenced rock
music. Theswingofthe 1920sandthebluesoflhe 1940s
also had much of an affect on the music we appreciate
today.
Remember lhat behind all the fly outfits we have is a
great designer, and let's give these designers some credit!

Today's black supermodels are on the rise and are conquering stereotypes about black beauty
and African imagery. Now, black models range from dark Nubian skin tones like Naomi
Campbell's to Veronica Webb's caramel skin and light hair. However, it was the beautiful
women who preceded them who lit their paths to success and national recognition.
Josephine Baker, Dorothea Towles, Naomi Sims and Helen Williams are the pioneers and
pathfinders in the fashion business. They set the tones and goals for beautiful black women.
Josephine Baker, born in 1906, was the ftrst diva of fashion and entenainrnen~ and she
captured Europe and America by storm. Her eccentric and creative performing style gained her
recognition as an international star. She has also been cited for her outstanding inspiration and
heroism in World War II and her continuous fight against racism. While battling depression
and dealing with mismanagement of money, the St. Louis-born diva died in 1975.
Dorothea Towles (pronounced Tolls) was the first black woman to devote her career to
fashion modeling. Although she was raised
in segregated Texas, she made her way to
Los Angeles and enrolled as the first black
student in a charm school. Her modeling
career kicked off when she accompanied her
sister on a European tour. Towles'
impression of the French critics was that
they were more concerned with natural
beauty than the color of skin. Towles'
sophisticated look made her a hit in Europe,
and she began working for the best
designers, such as Dior and Piguet. Towles
also gained fame at horne, but the reception
wasn't nearly as nice as it was abroad
because of rampant discrimination.
Model Helen Williams, a native of
Riverton, NJ., traveled to New York after
high school and began her fashion career
with encouragement from stars like Lena
Home and Sammy Davis Jr. In the 1950s,
Williams encountered many prejudices
because of the rising desegregation era. As a
result she met constant rejection from
national magazines and television. To many,
Willianns represented a modern Nefertiti.
But even with this favorable status, she
encountered obstacles, as in the case with
the Ford Modeling Agency. The agency
Josephine Baker
reportedly had one black woman already
and didn't need another when she tried to
sign with them. Despite these obstacles, Wi lliams signed on with the Grace Del Marco Agency
and gained national prominence for her Budweiser beer ads as wei as cosmetic and clothing
ads.
Naomi Sims launched her modeling career by going straight to the elite in the business. As a
student at New York's Fashion Institute of Technology, she began striking poses for fashion
illustrators to bring in needed cash for school. Sims' aggressive attitude and confidence gained
her the recognition of renowned photographer Gosta Peterson. Soon after she ended up on the
cover of Fashion of the Times (a supplement to The New York Times). In 1967, she appeared
on Virginia Slims billboards and in the pages of Vogue. In 1968, she was the ftrst black model
to appear on the cover of the Ladies' Homelournal and, in 1969, the cover of Life.
Recognized throughout America as the first dark-skinned black beauty, Naomi Sims at age 19
had received national stardom during the 1960s Civil Rights Movement.
Most of the models mentioned above were more successful in Europe than in the United
States because of white America's idea of beauty.
Blacks were not seen as beautiful, and as a result the ability for black models to sell produciS
did not equal a white model's ability. However, America's concept of beauty began changing
in the early '70s and '80s when models like Beverly Johnson, Iman and Bethann Hardison
burst upon the scene and began appearing in magazines and runway shows. These are the
models you have grown up watching and trying to emulate. You have seen them on the covers
of Essence and Ebony and have watched them strut their stuff down runways.
These models work very hard at gaining the same recognition as their white counterparts by
attacking discrimination from behind the camera. Bethann Hardison is the owner of Bethann
Management and co-founder of the Black Girls Coalition along with !man, who also owns her
own makeup line. The BGC is an organization of high profile black models who are dedicated
to lighting discrimination and unequal pay for black models.
These models are clearly more than just pretty faces, and the models of the '90s are carrying
on the struggle for equality within the business. Naomi Campbell and Tyra Banks are acuve
members of the BGC. As a way to ma.ke reforms, they refuse to take jobs that perpetuate
inequality in models' pay. Karen Alexander refused to take an exclusive contract with a
cosmetics company because they offered her not even a quarter of what her white counterpart
would have been offered. Black models faced with opposition, hostility and racism often find
it difficult to prove discrimination because beauty is subjective-"in the eyes of the beholder."
Despite the obstacles, these models are dedicated to keeping black beauty in the American
spotlight.
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1few Expression Spotlight:

Afrocentric Wear
By .41e.rondri4 .\Iorris and Quiana Carur

In cel~braJion of Blad. History \.fonth, the NE
Fa.shwn Team M'l'lll out in search of Afrocentric
clothing. W~found it at Hindo~<· to Africa in Hyde
Park on Chicago's outheaH ide.
The oUiftLs modeled are as follow :
(Above) Black multkolored t~<·o-piece outfit (dress and
head wrap) handwoven in Africa. \so Oke with circle
d~sign embroidered in white and surrounded b}• beads. This
owfit sells for $185.
(Top) Three-piec~ grun pant smt with white embro1der,· Ofl slurt
and cut-offpants. There~ also a matching hat .. ith the sa,;,e design.
This outfit sells for SUS.
(l.Rfl) ~t11iJe brocade boubou with red, gold and blue accents around
collar and down the fronl of dre.\ • White cowrie shell earrings. African
®ll m whi/R dress also. Tow/ cost: $/.18.
(Right) Peach brocade boubou dress ~t·ith white embroidery on froflt afld
back of dress. Matching head -wrap. Tlus outfit sell for $225.

Do you have \Nhat it takes to be a model?
B~

....

Alexandna ~1oms, \\lutney Youn~

There are many 1eenagers -.hoare 10~ted 10 model mg.
so Nt'll' Exprtsrion posed th1s que~uon 10 the fa~1on
ehtt: "Ju~l wha1 does 111ille to be a modeJ?"
Lucy t->mg. owner of ML lmernauonal Modehng
Ageocy. e~plams whal \ needed 10 launch a modehng
career. "No expeneoce 1£ ~ed <b long as the polenual
model has de!emunauon," she says.
ML ln~ernauonal. loca!ed on Clucago·~ 'onh S1de
offers tra101ng for 12- to 17-year-olds,1113les and fe1113le~
Accordmg 10 Ning. profeSSional scouts are always looking
for po~enual models and frc'h face>.
How much money do you need 10 qan modeling?
Sebasuan 0 ' Bnen a1 Ana Model and Talen1
Managemenl LTO 10 down !Own Ch1cago and Nmg both
say thai a model· sexpenses depend on how expeneoced
he or she IS and how much mau:nal he or she already
posses.
The 1wo mosl1mponan11hmgs for a modei!O have are
a ponfoho comammg photos of d!fferenl slyles and
dlffere01 poses and a resume. The pncc of a ponfoho case
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ranges Irom S30-S200. The pi< lure can cos! an) where
from S 9!o Sl.<XXI (the lowes! pnm dl'e U>uall} bl;lli
and whne ptcrures). 'mg and o· Bnen ad11sc: model1 to
go 10 a re(XJrable pho1ography s1ud1o and have pKlures
W.en for thetr pr>nfoho. The cos! of a s1ud1o pholo hoot
IS aboul S150 and on-locauon shoots are aboul Sl 75·
S200
Although 1b1s can be pncey for 1eens. O' Bnen says
1ha1 "models male 1hw money bacl, 11' s all an
iniCSimenl"
\lthal 1ype of p1c1ures do models need 111 1he1r
ponfohos'1
Tholll3s L. Ware 1s a profess1onal phmographer and
o-.ner of II Clue Producllons 111 Chicago's Soulhwesl
S1de. He says 1ha1 "anasp1nng model should work wuh
more than one phologrdpher and wke p1ctures 10 more
than one s1ud10...
Says Ware, "Models need a vane1y of p1ctures, head
shots, p1crures show10g three founhs of 1he body; and
swunsu11, dressand casualp1c1ures.These p1ctures should
be 10 block and wh11e, color, and shdes. Slides areeas1er
for compames 10 use and 10 make p1c1ures from. P1c1ures

also come 10 1an01J> sizes. -h6. S~7. dO.
The ~ma11er mes are rarely U>ed. Video
pre\enlallons are 1ery 1mpress1ve and also very

~hould

II~ I~ .

e~pen IIC."

Do models need 10 ha1e dJ~Ilocllook?
''There IS no ~pec1fJC lool. says K11 A) nn an dutclor
of Ellie Model Managemenl Corp.. loca!ed 10down1own
CIHcago. ''All model~ are good lool..mg wnh mce bone
s!.ru<:~ure) ...
Models come 10 many ~hades. hapes and ILts. he
\Jy\ They range all the way frompeme models 10 fullfigured models. Recently, there h:l!> hecn an 1ocreasmg
delll3nd for models tha1lool ordmary and no1 necessanly
glamorous. 1\>oplc wanllo see other people who lool
hke !hem.
As1de from full-body modehng. there 11 a lype of
modehng called parts modehng. llm 1s where a model's
face, ha1r, hands. legs, bocl and feel are the only parts
pho1ographed. Parts modehng docs no1 requ1re any
spec1fic shape, shade or size. However, 11 does reqUire a
ponfoho.
Allhoug~ some agenc1es wan! only specific

quahficauons 10 a model such as Ana. Olhcrs do not
O'Bnen ~~)they occep1 felll3le models -.bo are 16 and
older The1r he1gh1 ranges from five-footS to five-fOOl II
and someumcs they are m feet tall. Amodel's we1gh11s
proportiOned 10 her S!Z.e.
Male models can be 16- 10 29-yearHld. with he1gh1
rangmg from 5' 11" 10 6'2." A male's -.e1gh1 IS
proporuoned 10 h1s s1ze
Accord10g 10 Ayon. successful models Ulke thelf JOb
-.enoosly and treal 11 as a profess1on. The) keep up w1th
changes 10 !he bmmess. Jon G1ovanm of All Aboul
Models 1n dow n1own. says de!erm1nauon and
perse1ernnce are the key 10 a successful career.
He also g1ves models a vef) helpful up. a\ Old people
who make grea1 prom1sc:s bul ask you 10 pay before they
dehver.
Also. G1o1anm says. models need 10 a101d unhealthy
foods such as ugar, pop, candy and anyth10g thai would
mess up the1r complex ion. Foods wilh a h1gh fa! con1en1,
c1gareues and drugs should also be a1 o1ded. He advises
models 10 dnnllOIS of wa1er, ea!IOIS of vegelables, Ulke
Yllllmms and eal foods thai are h1gh in prolem.

Young, rich, and dangerous... butjusthowdangerous?
this, I'm that." Da Brat helps hop. On their first released single,
out on this track. Da Brat also "Tonight's the Night," they talk
They're back.
helps out o n "Live and Die for about who they are now.
After two years of absence Hip- Ho p ," whi c h includes
Their attitude has definitely
from the scene, Kris Kross Aaliyah . In this song, they talk changed.
Remember when they "missed
(Chris Kelly, 17, and Chris about how true they are to hipSmith, 16) has exploded. This
time with a new look, a new
sound and definitely a new
attitude.
Everyone remembers the rap
duo Kris Kross from Atlanta
"jumpin"' across the stage and
"warmin' it up" in 1991 wh en
they were about Immature's
age. Back then, they sported
backwards jeans and short
braids. Those cute little voices
sold more than 4 million recordings and won them two
American Music awards. They
appeared on shows such as
"Soul Train;" "In Living Color;"
"Showtime at the Apollo;" and
the "Arsenio Hall Show ," where
Smith's pager went off, and he
announced sheepishly that it
was his mother.
After their North American
tour, they dropped "Da Bomb,"
which featured "Alright," "I'm
Real" and "Da Bomb." As Kelly
says, though, "That was us
then."
For Diversity ...
No longer the frenetic youngsters they used to be, they now
consider themselves young,
Innovation ...
rich and dangerous.
Dangerous?
Empowerment through Education,
Well , they say they feel they
have more knowledge than
other people about the music
The Choice Is
business.
Carrying on the look of two
thugs, Kris Kross may just look
MALCOLM X COLLEGE
dange rous. Now, after four
years, Smith has braids well
past his shoulders. Kelly, who
used to have pretty long braids
as well, showed his hair. (Some
fans attributed his baldness to
cancer, but they're wrong. )
Their album, "Young, Ri ch
One of the City Colleges of Chicago
and Dangerous," contains lyr(312) 850 - 7055
ics that can be included in the
'R' category. In the album,
they talk about where they
Quality Education at An Affordable Price
came from . In it they say, "I'm

By Amanda Veazley, Whitney Young

the bus"? Now they have their
own ride. When these juniors
are not being tutored , they are
usually just "sraight-ballin," that
is, kickin' it hard and spending
money. And with no girlfriends.
"Sometimes we
might just go to the
mall with a thousand
dollars in our pocket
and a girl on the
side," says Kelly
with a laugh .
According to Kelly,
"A lot of girls, the
ones that are like
about 24, they be
like, 'Y'all so sexy."'
They prefer older
women because
younger gi rls are
"crazy."
Concerni ng females, Smith says,
''Treat 'em how they
act," referring to the
derogatory term
they used in "Hey
Sexy." {I think we all
know w hat t hat
was.) In "It's a Group

Thang" Kris Kross tells a girl to
take her shirt and pants off.
After she says "OK," Kelly gets
Smith because, after all, "It's a
Group Thang."
Kris Kross wrote and produced
two songs. ''There's a lot of
music on the album, and we
played all our music," Kelly says.
"I play the piano, and (Smith)
plays the base. Don't nobody
be in the music but me and
Chris. You know how some be
faking and perpetrating ... they
might do the beats but have
someone else come in and do
the keyboards? We ain't like
that."
The album is basically an autobiography about the real
people known popularly as Kris
Kross.
After four years, \Kelly sums it
up:
"People . . .they didn't think it
was real when we fi rst came
out, but now they believe it. We
the realest niggas in this, and
we love this more than anybody
in this joint. We live hip-hop
every day. That's a lot."
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If this box looks empty to

yon...it's because your
illustration is missingl

BEST & WORST

Teen
Sitcoms
OF A L L TINIE

Cartoonists, illustrators,
artists••Join New Expression!
Get your work pubUsbed and
seen by 120,000 readers!
Call (312) 641-NEWS.

in an honors program. The show succeeded in portraying
all types of gen1uses, yet occasionally got caught up in
TV-land. What a beautiful place, especially for teenagers.
sitcomish antics.
In th1s mag1calland, teenagers are constantly insp1red
by sage, tough, yet compassionate teachers. They are • The "Angst" Award goes to the canceled " My So·
cynical and say sharp, w1tty things all the t1me. Teenagers Called Life." I personally couldn't identify with the main
have plenty of time to worry about the1r ha1r, their complex1on character, Angela (Claire Danes), yet the show reached
and the oppos1te sex. Teenagers are never forced to wear many females by h1ghlighling a strong female lead.
By Marcia Chatelain. L Ignatius

the same clothes twice. And the best part of being a
teenager on TV is always learning spectacular life lessons
1n a half hour.
If 0nly we could all live 1n TV-land.
The reality IS teenagers have uncomprom1s1ng, uncanng
teachers, we thmk about more than our appearances, and
we go days at a lime Without learn1ng any spmtual truths.
TeleviSion soap operas and movies have a knack for
show1ng the extremes of teenage life. Teenagers are
either ternbly pnv1leged or horribly depnved. Teenagers
liVIng 1n the proverbial 'hood' have become teleVISIOn
producers' dreams. Of course, the hood IS always saturated
with stereotypical gang members and single mothersgrve me a break. Or teenage characters live m a wonderful
world ot matena thmgs,
wh1ch ultimately translates
1nto drama. A pr me
example 1s ·seveny H"ls
902 1 0 I'm gomg to admn
·hat 1 JSed to be a closet
.vatc er of :ne Fox senes
and occasionally ·une n
I' ih1s show IS a portra1t of
I 'e • mo1cates that there
aren't very many people of
color 1r Bever·~· Hills, h1gh
sct'>oo' IS one b1g party,
and Pen people have the
mos exc1t1ng lives.
Televis1on rarely offers
Middle pa h teenagersteenagers who fa! asleep
n class. get 1nto arguments
w1th tne r parents. never
nave been part of
assassmation attempts,
and don t have stalker exboyfnends and g1rlfnends. Marcia Chatelam
Telev1sion sitcoms are
no better.
Teenagers are too funny and disrespectful. S1tcoms by
nature aren't the deepest of wells, but teenagers on these
shows are s1cken1ng. Another show I watched 1n secret
was the California-based "Saved by the Bell." The show IS
so far from real1ty. I wonder what the writers and producers
were thmkmg. The sets screamed "low budget," the
characters always found themselves conveniently m a
b1nd and mag1cally thought of ways to get out of 1!, of
course. Then the plan was botched and the moral was
learned What a wonderful world!

I now present the First Marcia Chatelain Awards
in the field of portrayal of teenagers on television :
• The " I'm So Sure They Are Singing" Award
goes to "California Dreams," another West Coast show
with clueless teens with very little talent.
• The "Almost There, But Not Quite" Award
goes to "Head of the Class," which featured characters

1-6
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• The "Ultimate Old School Show" Awards go to
" Fame," wh1ch successfully Integrated urban 1ssues w1th
dance numbers. " Welcome Back, Kotter" also deserves
mention. Th1s 1970s look at a Brooklyn high school Is still
tunny today.
• The "Who's Going to Watch This?" Award goes
to "Sweet Valley High," based on the senes of books by
Franc1ne Pascal. The show centers around the typ1callives
of twm g1rls. "Sweet Valley" ties w1th NBC's new "Hang
T1me," a s1tcom about a g1rl on an all-boys vars1ty basketball
team.
•The ''ER " Award goes to " Doogie Howser, M.d."
Very few teenagers could relate to Dr. Howser's (Neil
Patnck Harns) professional
l1fe, but he dealt w1th the
same fears felt by all
teenagers
• The "She Wasn 't
That Bad" Award goes
to "Blossom,' even w1th 1ts
real cheesy moments,
May1m B1ahk d1d create a
strong female leao.
• The " Why Is This
Show Still On?" Award
goes to " Family Matters,"
featunng the most popular
nerd Steve Urkel (Jaleel
Wh1te). The show does
succeed 1n portraymg a
pos1t1ve Afncan-Amencan
family, but 11 really 1sn't that
funny
• The "Best Portrayal"
Award goes to the now
canceled PBS " Degrassi
Junior High" and later
"Degrass1 H1gh." Even though they were Canadian, lh1s
show had characters With a vanety of problems, a diverse
student body, and the characters wore the same clothes.
• Honorable Mention goes to the now canceled "The
Wonder Years," a nostalgic look at a boy's life. It was very
funny and honest. No matter who you are, v1ewers could
identify with Kev1n Arnold's (Fred Savage) life.
• The "Keep Up the Good Work," Award goes to
" Boy Meets World," starnng Fred Savage's little brother,
Ben Savage, who plays Corey Matthews. Like "The Wonder
Years," "Boy Meets World" 1s full of life lessons without
be1ng too preachy. The show, however, connects more with
JUnior h1gh school students.
Unless we grow up and become the people on "Fnends" or
"Living Single," television won't be offenng many real 1
characters any time soon.
The problem is a basic one: Television writers aren't
teenagers, so viewers are stuck with teenage angst, violence,
and superficial and amateurish prattle.
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Hoops in the Loop

IIUnols High School AssoclaUon

South Shore beats Whitney Young;
Manley beats St. Louis' Vashon
By Harold "Gator'' Bell, Hyde Park

-

In a superb display of some of
the best talent around, local and
national, the "Hoops in the Loop"
basketball showcase presented
talented basketball players in front
of 2,000 spectators at DePaul's
Alumni Hall.
Some of the best athletic programs in the country came to play
against some of Illinois' finest
teams . The visitors included:
Vashon High School and Cardinal
Ritter College Prep, both from St.
Louis; Paterson Catholic from
New Jersey and St. Joseph from
Cleveland. They played Manley,
Whitney Young and South Shore,
as well as suburban and downstate teams.
In the first game, the South
Shore Tars avenged an early season blowout to Whitney Young by
beating the Dolphins 64-56. The
Dolphins held Tars swingman,
Paul McPherson to just two points
in the first half, which came on a
slam dunk. At the end of the first
half, South Shore was still leading 31-28 behind guard Joel
Bullock's 17 points. In the second
half, though, McPherson exploded
to score 20 more points, including scoring seven straight points
in just over a minute of play.
In the next game , Manley
proved why it is one of the best
teams in the city by putting on a
clinic against visiting Vashon , one
of the national powerhouses in
basketball. Guard Theopolis Price
put on a show by displaying his
talents in dribbling through detenses and passing the ball to an
open teammate who scores. He
is definitely one of our choices to
make our all-city team at the end
of the season.
The Wildcats game plan was to
utilize their speed aga inst
Vashon 's height advantage. Not
only did this work, but the Wildcats were also able to outrebound
the Wolverines 39-33.
"We wanted them to have their
big men handle the ball," Manley
coach Mike Clark said.
The Wildcats led through most
of the game until the close of the
third period, when Vashon took a
37-361ead. Then Manley used its
pressure defense to help Vashon
commit a total of 15 turnovers.
The event also allowed people
to get a sneak peak at some of

POWER HOOP
&id~ ~a~etbaff A.Je-~}?f;
Most Consecutive Wins at Home
(52) Washington Minute women 1989-present
(No surprise for one of the best basketball teams in the city.)
Largest Margin of Victory
(161points) Whitney Young 177 vs. Orr 16 (Jan. 31,1990)
(Ouch ....That was hORRible!)
Largest Margin of Victory by Shutout
Fenger 106 vs. Englewood 0 (Feb. 3, 1995)
Highest Scoring Average
(34.8 points} Yolanda Griffith, Carver (1987-1988)
(You go, girl!)
Most Rebounds in a Game
(42) Sonya Nichols, Westinghouse (Jan. 26,1994)

Photos by Paul Price, South Shore

Look out below: (Left) South Shore's Paul McPherson (45) slams
down two of his 22 pts. in the (64-58) win against Whitn ey Young.
Headed to victory: (Right) Manley beats Vashann (6 1-49).
the championship contenders from
outside the city in the suburbs and
in Downstate Illinois.
Proviso West and Springfield
Lanphier could spell trouble for
those teams making the Elite Eight
in April. Proviso West's Awvee

Storey also dazzled the crowd with
his spectacular dunks and tenacious rebounding . He became the
tournament's single-game record
holder for points scoring, 36 in the
Panther's game against Joliet
Township.

Most Rebounds Career
(2,046) Sonya Nichols, Westinghouse (1992-1995)
(Dennis Rodman, eat your heart out!)

'3inally ...
Most Wins All· Time
(548) Dorothy Gaters, Marshall (1975-present)
Most State Championships
(6) Dorothy Gaters, Marshall (1982,1985,1989,1990,1992 and 1993)

Source: IHSA
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Tamia rocks the world
.Attd. 7/le /1 ~ W/1ii'e 9/1e'95' a7 ii

B) Billye Rhodes. Whitne) Young
Born and mrsed m Cnn!lda. 19-}ear-old Tamia rs a new face on the
mUlical scene. As Qumc) Jones' nc11 pl'(){egc. . he say she doesn't feel
an) pm ure to hc a lllJJOr success. she srmply does her hcst. She rct.'Cntly
performed the hot Single "You Put n Mo1e on My Heart" on the new
alt>um "Q's Jook JomL" 011 she's 11orkmg on her own album w1th such
producers as Steven Crouch (11 ho helped Brandy hlow up) and Orgnnw:xl
1

01se.

he' reen performmg smce the age of 6 m her church and hegan
professronall) at 10.
\\ben ·he firstmcl Jones. rt 11 as onl) a casual mceung. Dut the second

was when he heard her .\tng. She was the new sound he was
looking for.
he's been c'poSl'd to all kmds of musrc. Whrle hvmg m Canada.
Tamrn hstcncd to cvcrythmg from country to R&B. She was even able
to p1ck up Octroi! md10 st:lllons from Canada. he adm1res CeCe
Wmans and -,ays she's hccn a grcatmsp1rallon.
Smcc Tarmn's hccn on the ..ccne, she says rt\ been a lot more work
than she cx~ted . "But so far. 11's been worth rL" she says. The best
lhmg that\ happened mher career rs tounng 11 rlh Jonc.s, ~he says.
As far a.s hccommg n 'brg star,' Tarrua ~Y'· "1drdn't know how or
e1en when 11 was gomg to happen, hut I knew 1f I kept dorng 11,
'iOm.:lhmg 110uld come of rL''
hnlC

Twnuz

NEW EXPRESSION MEANS BUSINESS
CALL GREG McCLAIN
AT 641 -6397
TO ADVERTISE

HO
A SAFE, FUN SPACE FOR
GAY, LESBIAN, AND BISEXUAL YOUTH

•
•
•
•
•
•

DROP-IN CENTER
DISCUSSION GROUPS
ACTIVITIES
EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
HIV-POSITIVE SUPPORT GROUP
PARENT/YOUTH SUPPORT GROUP

961 MONTANA ST. - CHICAGO, IL
NEW SOUTHSIDE DROP-IN
3739 S. INDIANA
CALL 472-646 9 (DAY) OR 929-HELP (6-10 PM)
472-6469 EXT. 4 14 (YOUTH SERVICES INFO. LINE)
327-53 8 1 ('TTD FOR HEARING IMPAIRED)

Ne\N student registration
begins the \Neek of Feb. S, 1 99&.
Columbia College extends to you the educational
opportunity to become the very best you can be ... to
discover your special talents, to find your own voice, and
to realize your full potential.
While you're here, you'll experience personalized
educational programs, small class sizes, a faculty of working professionals, and extensive intem/co-op opportunities.
You 'll find Columbia's uruque curriculum combines the
practical with the professional, and oHers you an outstanding variety of majors, concentrations, and programs.

• Academ~c Computing • Advertising • Advertising
Art • Arts Management • Computer Graphics • Dance
• English • Fashion Business • Fashion Design • Fiction
Wnting • FilmNideo • Fme Art • Graphic Design
• illustration • Interior Design • Interpreter Training
• Jazz • Journalism • Liberal Education Studies
• Magazrne Writmg/Edltlng • Marketing • Marketing
Communication • Music • Music Business • Musrcal
Theater • Photography • Professional Writing • Public
Relations • Radio/Sound • Science and Mathematics
• Television • Theater

Realize Your Potential! Call 312-663-1600, Ext. 5130.
ColUJ!l!M CoUege admiu ltlldent.l wttllout regard to age, race, color, creed, sex, roUgion, handicap, disability, oexu&l orientation, and national or ethnic oriqiD.
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~regp.ant?

~Caring answ ers, now.
P regnant. or think you are? ChicagoCare has
am mediate answers when you need them most- in
a caring. confidential atmosphere.
\Ve oiTer free pregnancy testa - no appointment
neces ary, call 24 hours a day: special teen services: confidential co unseling: in formation o n abortion options;
and more. W e are here to
help you . Call us today.
O ak Parle
7 ! 5 Lake, Sull< 10-f

708/383-4999

a

CHICAG~
Pregnancy Centers

Belmont:
bi36 1/J W. 13elmont
312/777·1>684

rtd
I (..;

Loop:
I 0-l S . j\\,chigan

312/263-1576

Break ForA

REAL DEAL
The Daily Double Meal

Feed your appetite without starving
your wallet with this delicious combo:
juicy double hamburger with cheese,
fresh lettuce and tomatoes,
small fry and a Coke~ It's so good, you'll
be seeing double.
McDon,.11d'">

Owner~

@ lf:VJ? tAcUot'

of Cf111::,1gol,md & rJnrLhwe ?t lndi,md
,;,J'E> Corporat-Ion
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